
A MOVEMENT OF THE SPIRIT OF GOD ON THE EART 

* HERE IS YOUR LESSON NUMBER SIX * ----·- --
TO ALL STUDENTS 

This Lesson deals with the actual operation of the God-Law in human lives. That means in your 
life. For you are a part of the hum;~.n race. You, as such, are eligible for all the benefits the Power 
of God can bring to you. If you have been told that you are "outside of the scope of the Realm of God," 
you may safely discount that statement. None are outside of the benefits of that Realm. None were 
born in sin. None are lost--not unless they choose to be. At no time did the great Creative Intellect 
behind this created scheme of things, ordain that any man need live his life without the Power of God 
in it. And if the Power of God can manifest on this earth at all, it can manifest in YOUR life. 

The manifestations of God in a human life mean that such life has, manifesting in and through it, 
a Power which is more than sufficient to override every obstacle which can come along. And most 
people's lives are full of obstacles. Trouble galore seems to be the lot of most of us. Then, we suddenly 
discover, through this new conception of God, that man is not alone in his fight for happiness, peace, 
and success. For with the Power of the God-Law at your disposal, "yours is the world and everything 
that's in it." So please give God credit for being ab le to take your little life, and make a wonderfully 
overcoming success out of it. 

Lesson No. 6 should be of infinite help and value to you. It was written by Dr. Robinson one Sunday 
morning when the Power of the Spirit of God seemed very close to him. And no one who does not 
really know Dr. Robinson in person can know how close this man keeps to the Realm of God. He has 
his troubles just like you have. He has many more than you have. For no man can successfully lead 
a Movement as big as this Movement is, without having difficulties to overcome. But you, too, can 
do as Dr. Robinson does. That is--you can use the invisible Power of the God-Law to carry you 
safely over these moments which may seem to overwhelm you. More than that, you can use the God
Law to make your life a living witness of the Power of God to bring to you, whatever things are neces
sary to your complete happiness and satisfaction, here and now. 

This is a beautiful message to be bringing. Especially is it beautiful when you realize it is true. 
And truer word was never spoken than this word of peace being sent round the world by "PSYCHIANA." 
Never doubt the Power of the Realm of the Spirit of God. Instead of doubting this Power, put it to 
work in your life and affairs. Study this Lesson every day until your next Lesson a1Tives. Have you 
sent us your Registration yet? 

Cordially yours, 



STUDY LESSON 6 
by 

FRANK B. ROBINSON 

* 
"MAN CAN NOW TALK WIT~ GOD" 

Are you saying the affirmation I gave you? Is it becoming a part of your daily life? Are you, in 
every spare moment you have, allowing this thought to stay in your mind? If the answer is "yes" 
then you have taken the first definite step in finding the Power of the God-Law. 

I have a 15-year-old boy, Alfred. He's a beautiful pipe-organist. Yet it isn't so long since he took 
his first music lesson. Coming home from his teacher with a music book, Alf would sit at the organ 
and play the scales first with his left hand, then with his right hand. Hour after hour. Day after day. 
Week after week. Month after month. And now what? He is an accomplished pipe-organist. But did 
he achieve that ability to play Handel's Largo the first week? Could he demonstrate his mastery 
over the pipe-organ one month after he had begun his studies? What do you think? You know that 
day after day, week after week, month after month, this young man has had to continually practice. 
And he has done it. 

What was he doing while he was practicing his lessons? He knew nothing about the law of music 
at the beginning. He didn't know one note from another. HE WAS LERNING HOW TO DO SOME
THING HE HAD NEVER BEEN ABLE TO DO BEFORE. And he had to start at the bottom. His first 
lessons were very simple. Yet . they were hard to him. And they seemed foolish too. "Dad," he 
used to say, "I can't see any fun in playing these finger exercises over and over again. There's nothing 
to them." He knows better now though, for not long ago, he gave a 45-minute recital in the main 
auditorium of the University of Idaho. And the applause brought much satisfaction both to him and 
to me. For there was a lot of it. 

You are beginning to learn how to use the Power of the God-Law. This is a far more dynamic 
Law than the law of music. You can get along without the law governing the playing of music. But 
you can't get along without the Law which is God. Oh yes-you can, of course, eke out a miserable 
existence and go through life just as you have been going through it. You can do that, certainly. But 
you can also tap the sources of infinite Spiritual wisdom and Power, and through tapping that source 
you can transform your life from what it is now into a thing of beauty. For where the Power of the 
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Spirit of God also is, there is an abundance of all things needed. But you must follow me. I know the 
way. I've been over every step of it before you came along. And I've been called upon to take many 

steps which you will never be called on to take. 

So absolutely in earnest was I in my desire to find the Realm of the Spirit of God, that I repeated 
the same affirmation you are now repeating, not hundreds or thousands of times, but millions of times. 
And to tell you a little secret-! STILL REPEAT IT. It's become second nature to me now though. 
I really don't need to do it. But I do. Last evening, while sitting thinking about all of my Students 
and what I should write to them today, I said to Alfred: "Alf-play Handel's Largo for me, will you 
please?" "Sure Daddy," he replied, and sat down at the console of our pipe-organ, which is but mani
festation of the power of the Spirit of God in my life and affairs. There have been many others of 
course. 

Well it wasn't very long until Alfie was playiing for me the sweet strains of the Largo. Did he 
have any music in front of him from which to play? No, he did not. Then how could he play it? There 
was a time when he couldn't play it. But now, HE KNOWS IT BY HEART. HE HAS PLAYED IT 
SO MANY TIMES THAT HE DOES NOT NEED MUSIC. You can see that. Then carry the thought of 
this mastery of the music realm into the God-Realm, and in your own life. You know absolutely 
nothing of the Realm of the God-Law now. You cannot know anything about it. No one has ever told 
you, until your path and mine crossed some time ago. It would, therefore, be very foolish to think 
that already you can use the Power of the God-Law in your life and affairs. It is there for your use, 
of course. But you do not know how to use it yet. You are just beginning to learn. 

This Realm of the Spirit of God is so fundamentally different from anything you have conceived 
it to be, that there is no short cut I know of into it. The power exists certainly. But it would be very 
foolish for you to think that you could grasp that Power without first understanding what it is and 
how it operates. For there is nothing connected with this Movement nor with the Realm of God, which 
is not subject to the light of your own reason. There are those who, coming to us with some religious 
philosophy or other, tell us we must not attempt to understand their teachings. Nor must we question 
them. We must just take what they tell us to take "on faith" and without any proof of any sort. 

Well-maybe that's all right. But it isn't the way "PSYCHIANA" operates. We KNOW what we 
are teaching. We have seen demonstrated, not once, but thousands of times, the Power we are teach
ing. We know that this Power operates with absolute precision and with unerring surety wherever 

it is used. We also know what the results of the operations of the God-Law are. There is no need of 
"faith" in this Movement. For you can absolutely PROVE this Teaching, and the Power behind it, in 

your own life. There is nothing in the realm of True Religion which the human mind cannot grasp. 
It would be a senseless thing if there were. Religion was given to us to unfold the truths of God. 
And every organization preaching religion, should be able to demonstrate the truth of what they are 
teaching. They should also be able to prove what they teach. More than that, if they are dealing 
with the true Power of the True God, they will be able to do this. 

For what Power can there be more dynamic than the Power which created this entire universe, 
and you and me? What power can be any more stupendous than such Power? There is none. Theoretical 
teachings may be perfectly all right. But the time has come for the TRUE POWER OF GOD to 
be manifested on earth. This is what "PSYCHIANA" is doing. Let me remind you once again, that 
it will be absolutely necessary for you to apply yourself in this study, just as you would if you were 
studying music, like my boy Alfred. Mathematics is a law. It never makes mistakes. Chemistry is 



also a law. It never makes mistakes. Whenever and wherever you chemically combine two atoms of 
hydrogen and one atom of oxygen, you always get water. You can do it at the North Pole, you can 
do it at the South Pole. But you always have water when these two gases are chemically combined 
in the proportion of two to one. 

It couldn't be otherwise. Why? Well simply because the law of chemistry, which is but one phase 
of the Law of God, has ordained it that way. You can even separate water back into two gases 
again. But you cannot chemically combine them without having water. And so it is in this Realm we 
are studying together. It is a Realm of absolutely immutable Law. When you comply with the 
conditions governing this God-Law, the results are always sure. Just as sure as the chemical com
bination of the Hydrogen and Oxygen atoms. What a wonderful thought this is. The thought that 
you can find and use the Power of the God-Law for the accomplishment of every right desire of your 
heart, should absolutely take your breath away. Yet this in an absolute fact. God is Law-a mighty oper
ating Law. It created the universe. It gives you life. It gave you life in the first place. It moment 
by moment sustains that life. It brings into existence, new life when the Law governing the creation 
of life is complied with. And it does it with never a miss. Blue-birds do not raise scorpions. Grains 
of wheat do not raise cactus or jack-pines. 

c 
And in human lives, an application of the God-Law just as surely responds as it does in either the 

blue-birds or the grain. Think of that. Isn't it worth a little effort to find such a Law as that. To 
think that every right desire of the human heart can be satisfied. To know that every problem, whether 
financial, spiritual, or otherwise, can be successfully answered through this existing God-Law-is not 
this a wonderful thing? Is not this a true definition of God? If such a Power as this does NOT exist, 
there just simply isn't any God. For a God who either cannot, or will not do these things, is utterly 

useless to the human race. Would it not be a wonderful thing if these devastating wars all over the 
world were to suddenly cease? This horrible butchery and wholesale murder of innocent human beings 
by others who, driven to any lengths in their mad desire for power, do not hesitate to blast tens of 
thousands of their fellow human beings into eternity. Every bullet has its billet. But what a blessing 
to the human race it would be if nations would lay down their arms, and beat their swords into plow
shares and their guns and bombs into pruning hooks. 

If there exists a God at all, this is possible. Of course, if there is no God, then men and women 
will get worse and worse and the whole picture will blow up ere long. But it so happens that there 
is a God. And it also happens that the God who does exist can, and will, very effectively banish all of 
these things, in the moment this God is given an opportunity to do so. But God must have someone 
through whom the Power of God can manifest itself. IT'S ONLY AN ABSENCE OF KNOWLEDGE 
OF THE EXISTING SPffiiT OF GOD WHICH HAS BROUGHT ABOUT THESE INHUMANE AND 
BRUTAL AND BLOODY WARS. You put the knowledge of the present existence of God into the 
picture, and all this will cease. These nations which are mad for more power. If they knew God, 
they would know that the Realm of God is abundantly able to supply them with all the power they 
need. But they do not know God. They have never yet had the true picture of God given to them. 

A big responsibility rests on every Student of "PSYCHIANA." First, you must be instant in your 
studies. These affirmations, which may seem simple and perhaps foolish to you now, ARE CHARGED 
WITH DYNAMIC POWER. The finger exercises were simple and foolish to Alfred a few years ago. 
Yet they can roll a melody out of that pipe-organ any time now. Let this statement: "I BELIEVE IN 
THE POWER OF THE LIVING GOD,'' be ever uppermost in your mind. Keep absolutely quiet. Have 



some definite place and some definite time set apart for communion with the Realm of the Spirit of 
God. Make this routine in your life. It will grow on you. More than that, it won't be too long until 
you become conscious of a new power in your life. You will be quieter. You will be more dynamic. 
From you there will go a "strange something" which will set you apart as being "different." Cherish 
that "something." Strive for it. And above all, at every opportunity, keep saying: "I BELIEVE IN 

THE POWER OF THE LIVING GOD." 

This is not a Coue imitation at all. I'm taking you right to the very heart of the Realm of the Spirit 
of God. In that Realm lies the answer to your every problem. Peace-infinite peace. Love-infinite 
love. Power, infinite power. These, and more, all exist in the Realm of the Spirit of God. They 
can all be secured by you, if you will but desire them earnestly enough. Of course, if you are not in
terested in the Realm of God, then don't go any further with us. Don't take more of my time. But you 
ARE interested. Otherwise, you would not have come to me in your search for God. I will show you 
the way. It's up to you to walk in it. Will you do it? 

A little later in your studies with me, you will see why I ask you to do this. And you will be 
glad that you did do this one thing. I cannot explain now why I ask you to do it, but, as I say, you 
will see it clearly later, when you have learned a little more of who and what God is. Let me assure 
you, at this point, that the invisible Power of the Spirit of God is a very real Power. It's the most 
dynamic Power you have ever dealt with. Let me also repeat what I have said many times, and 
what I shall say again many times, that when you find and are able to use the Power of this God
Realm in your life and affairs, you will, through that Power, be able to override every obstacle which 
may lie across your path to peace, happiness, and overwhelming success. 

Every once in a while some good-intentioned soul says to me something like this: "But Dr. Rob
inson, God never intended his children to have the good things of life here. We are not supposed to be 
interested in worldly possessions, for a rich man cannot enter into heaven." I usually try to escape 
from such a person, and quite often make this reply: "SISTER-GOD CREATED THIS EARTH AND 
EVERYTHING IN IT. GOD ALSO CREATED YOU AND ME. AND I DO NOT BELIEVE FOR ONE 
MOMENT THAT JUST BECAUSE WE KNOW GOD, WE HAVE TO WEAR A LONG FACE AND 
NEVER TRY TO BE HAPPY AND SUCCESSFUL HERE AND NOW. IF GOD CANNOT BRING 
TO US NOW, THE THINGS WE NEED FOR OUR COMPLETE HAPPINESS, THEN I QUESTION 
WHETHER YOU HAVE THE TRUE CONCEPTION OF GOD OR NOT." There are those, of course, 
who look upon God as being very far removed from creation. As you progress in these Studies how
ever, you will see a far different picture of God than that picture. 

"I BELIEVE IN THE POWER OF THE LIVING GOD." Be faithful in this exercise. It will be 
pleasant to do, and will, in all probability, unleash a new hope in you which will go surging through 
and through you. This will be but the first faint reaction you will receive, and it will be caused by the 
Power you are using. You may not yet be conscious of the fact that you are using the God-Power 
when you repeat this affirmation. But you are-a~ subsequent Lessons will disclose to you. Don't 
forget to tell your friends of "PSYCHIANA." 

Cordially your friend, 
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